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Abstract: Single-ISA heterogeneous multi-core architecture which consists of diverse superscalar cores is 

becoming more importantly in the processor architecture. Using a proper superscalar core for 

characteristic in a program contributes to reduce energy consumption and improve performance. However, 

designing a heterogeneous multi-core processor requires a large design and verification effort. Therefore, 

we have proposed FabHetero which generates diverse heterogeneous multi-core processors automatically 

using FabScalar, FabCache, and FabBus which generate various designs of superscalar core, cache system, 

and flexible shared bus system, respectively. In our previous work, we estimated the physical design, delay, 

and power consumption only on a L1 instruction cache of a 32-bit processor. However, almost all modern 

processor has a L1 data cache, and nowadays there are many 64-bit processors to achieve 

high-performance computing. This paper shows availability and efficiency of the FabCache by estimating 

overheads, area, delay, and power consumption, of both instruction cache and data cache systems for both 

32-bit and 64-bit processors. FabCache has good portability because bus communication system of 

generated cache system from FabCache employs AMBA4 protocol that is widely used in various architecture 

to communicate with other design and its connection logic can be parameterized such as individual bus 

width. To show an effectiveness and portability of FabCache, this paper applies FabCache to FabScalar-alpha 

which is a 64-bit processor, and evaluates availability and effectiveness of the generated cache system. 

According to the evaluation results, the cache systems generated by FabCache works perfectly and the 

increased area is about 1.7%, delay is 0.1ns, and power is 0.1% compared with hand designed cache system. 

Evaluation results show that the FabCache can generate reasonable cache system and it has good 

portability. 
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1. Introduction 

The studies of single-ISA heterogeneous multi-core processors attract attention in various fields from 

mobile computing to high-performance computing [1]-[3]. Using a suitable superscalar core for 

characteristic in a program contributes a high-performance computing with low-energy consumption. 

However, designing a single-ISA heterogeneous multi-core requires a huge design and verification effort 

that is multiplied by the number of different cores, its cache systems, and complex shared bus system. To 

solve this problem, N. K. Choudhary et al. propose FabScalar [4], [5] that automatically generates 

Register-Transfer-Level (RTL) design of diverse superscalar cores. FabScalar can parameterize many 

microarchitectural diversity such as fetch/issue width, number of pipeline stages, size of tables, and 
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function unit mix to expose instruction level parallelism (ILP). FabScalar contributes to mitigate the design 

and verification effort that currently limits the amount of microarchitectural diversity that can be 

practically implemented for both research and commercial products. Although the current FabScalar 

generates diverse superscalar cores, each core on a single-ISA heterogeneous multi-core requires a suitable 

cache system and each differently-designed cache should be connected with a flexible shared bus system. As 

for the cache systems, we must consider the organization including capacity, line size, associativity, design 

hierarchy, and coherency protocol to optimize the design. Because of same reason as cores, the cache 

systems require a huge effort. To solve this problem, we have proposed FabHetero [6], which is a framework 

to design diverse heterogeneous multi-core processors automatically. FabHetero automatically designs not 

only processor cores but also an entire heterogeneous multi-core processor includes cache and shared bus 

system. FabHetero consists of three design automation tools: FabScalar for core design, FabCache [7] for 

cache design and FabBus [8] for shared bus design. All designs generated by FabCache can be synthesized 

with single-ported and dual-ported memory. Therefore, FabCache can be used for simulation with diverse 

cache systems and it is suitable for a standard cell-based ASIC design flow which does not support 

highly-ported memory, and for FPGA.  

As a previous work [9], we estimated various design evaluations on FabScalar which is a 32-bit processor. 

However, the evaluations is performed only on a L1 instruction cache. Furthermore, nowadays, there are 

many 64-bit processors to achieve high-performance computing. To achieve the requirement, 

FabScalar-alpha which is a 64-bit processor and has been proposed as a branch project of FabScalar [6]. 

Therefore, we apply both L1 instruction and L1 data cache generated by FabCache into FabScalar-alpha to 

clear trend of overheads, area, delay and power consumption. We analyze the design results of both L1 

instruction and L2 data cache for both 32bit and 64bit processors, and compare them with hand designed 

cache system to show reasonability of our FabCache. According to the results of L1 instruction and data 

cache, cache systems generated by FabCache works perfectly, and the increase area is about 1.7%, delay is 

0.1ns, and power is 0.1%. The trend is almost all of the same with our previous work. Finally, we can say 

that FabCache has a good portability and can be used differently environmental through the porting to 

FabScalar-alpha and the evaluation results. 

2. Related work 

Single-ISA heterogeneous multi-core architecture which consists of diverse superscalar core types is 

becoming more importantly in the processor architecture. Using a proper superscalar core for 

characteristic in a program streamlines the execution of various programs and program phases. Many 

researches intend to achieve a high performance and improve energy- and area-efficiency by adapting to 

application heterogeneity [1]-[4], [10]. In these works, the cache structure is recognized as an important 

performance factor. In particular, B. de Abreu Silva et al. [10] focuses on heterogeneity of cache size. The 

heterogeneous paradigm results in the new requirement for designing diverse cache systems in a chip to 

fully exploit application heterogeneity. This aspect incurs a large cache design effort for a heterogeneous 

multi-core processor. No prior work addresses design effort to implement diverse cache systems, and 

FabCache is the first work to mitigate design effort for heterogeneous multi-core processors. 

A cache generator is proposed to easily improve performance of a soft processor on an FPGA [11]. In 

order to be applied to various target systems, cache generator are required to produces cache systems with 

various associativities, latencies, and dimensions. However, this generator can produce only three types of 

associativities: direct mapping, two-way set associative and full-associative. More importantly, the cache 

hierarchy is inflexible and caches generated by this generator cannot be adapted to differently-designed 

superscalar cores because the generator does not support arbitrary fetch width. Leon4 [12] also proposes a 
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configurable cache system; though it targets a scalar pipeline processor and does not support arbitrary 

fetch width also. In addition, there are a lot of cache generators such as ref [13]-[15]. However, it is difficult 

to generate the cache systems to suit for diverse heterogeneous multi-core system because it is not 

parameterizable. In contrast, FabCache composes a cache of desired associativity, hierarchy, and fetch width 

and these factors are parameterizable. 

3. FabHetero 

Before we explain FabCache, we describe FabHetero which is the project of automatic generation of an 

entire heterogeneous multi-core processor. Developing an emerging heterogeneous multi-core processor 

will require to design a huge combinations of processor cores, cache systems, and a shared bus system. 

Therefore, automatically generating arbitrary processor cores, cache systems, and bus systems facilitates 

design of heterogeneous multi-core processors. We have proposed FabHetero as a tool-set for achieving the 

requirement. FabHetero is a framework to generate diverse heterogeneous multi-core processors 

automatically using FabScalar, FabCache and FabBus. Fig. 1 shows an example of the heterogeneous 

multi-core processor generated by FabHetero. There are three differently-designed cores (Core 0, Core 1, 

and Core 2), and each core has different cache structure. The shared bus (in the figure, Interconnect) 

connects the diverse cache systems with the shared memory (a last level cache or main memory). As for the 

cache systems, Core 0 has only L1 instruction and L1 data caches, Core 1 has unified L2 cache in addition to 

L1 caches, and Core 2 has dedicated L2 caches instead of unified L2 cache (each cache design may differ in 

cache capacity, line size and associativity). Both L1 and L2 cache hierarchies can be omitted if a core does 

not require cache system. Such non-cache design is valuable for in particular the field of embedded system 

in which a part of or all cache hierarchies are often removed. To generate various processor cores, cache 

systems and flexible shared bus system, FabHetero uses FabScalar, FabCache and FabBus, respectively. At 

first, we describe FabScalar and FabBus briefly, and then the detail of FabCache. 

 

 

Fig. 1. An example of generating a heterogeneous multi-core processor of FabHetero. 

 FabScalar 3.1.

N.K.Choudhary et al. propose FabScalar which is a tool-set to automatically generate synthesizable RTL 

designs of diverse superscalar cores. FabHetero uses FabScalar to design a suitable superscalar core to 

exploit ILP in a program and program phase. FabScalar can vary fetch width from one to eight, and an 

instruction fetch can start from any instruction, this means that FabScalar requires consecutive instructions 

even the instructions are not aligned on a cache line boundary like modern high-performance superscalar 

processors. Load store unit (LSU) in FabScalar dispatches speculative load instructions up to the number of 

load store queue (LSQ), a size of LUQ is also parameterizable, for effective out-of-order execution. Caches for 

FabScalar should satisfy these diversity whatever FabScalar's design space may be.  
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 FabBus 3.2.

FabBus is a tool to design flexible shared bus for heterogeneous multi-core processors. In the 

heterogeneous multi-core processor, the shared bus between caches and cores has been becoming more 

complex because a suitable implementation for each cache system and core is different. We have proposed 

FabBus to automate a designing of a flexible shared bus system which is required to design an entire 

heterogeneous multi-core processor. FabBus is based on AMBA protocol which is released by ARM Holdings 

and is commonly used in many embedded systems.  

4. FabCache 

FabCache is an automatic cache generator. And it has many parameters to change not only simple cache 

capacity but also more complex features such as hierarchy, bus burst transfer length and individual bus 

width from lower to higher memory hierarchy. Fig. 2 shows an outline of generation logic of FabCache. User 

can generate various cache system by modifying the parameter files only. And generated cache system can 

be ported into almost all of existing hardware. Portability of FabCache is explained in Section 6.  

This section shows diversity of our FabCache and explains superset strategy which is key technology to 

implement FabCache effectively.  

 

 

Fig. 2. An outline of generation logic of FabCache. 

 Design Diversity 4.1.

Cache hierarchy: FabCache can generate diverse cache systems up to two-level for each core in a 

heterogeneous multi-core processor. Namely, FabCache can generate not only a two-level cache design but 

also one-level cache and non-cache design. 

Cache dimensions: Features of caches in all hierarchies can be change such as cache capacity, line size, 

and associativity to optimize the trade-off among energy consumption, area, and performance. 

Specific designs: Each cache hierarchy has specific microarchitectural designs. For example, as for L1 

instruction cache, since FabScalar generates one to eight fetch width superscalar cores, L1 instruction cache 

must support the all fetch width (including not a power of two) in the FabScalar's design space. Another 

example is that we can choose two cache system types for L2 cache: dedicated L2 caches and unified L2 

cache. These aspects help us to design a suitable cache implementation for each hierarchy. 

Interface design: We can change the bus width between cache hierarchies or cache system and external 

design. Arbitrary width transmission helps us to solve the limitation of input/output (I/O) pins easily. 

Split transaction: Many modern processors adopt lockup-free cache to hide memory access latency. To 

support this feature, Miss-Status-Handling-Registers (MSHRs) are introduced. However, MSHRs increase 

circuit scale of cache system. FabCache can generate simple lockup and high performance lockup-free cache 

to support wide range from ultra-low-power embedded processor to high performance processor. 
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 Superset Strategy 4.2.

Because FabCache is implemented as a superset code in SystemVerilog, all parameterized 

microarchitectural diversity shares the same source codes in RTL implementation. In contrast, P. 

Yiannacouras and J. Rose generate RTL codes using a generation script [11]. In this method, a generation 

script parses parameters and generates the target RTL code dedicated to the given parameters. Using 

generation script has the advantage of code optimization for each parameter compared with the superset 

strategy. However, using generation script has a critical problem, extensibility, when we (both developers 

and users) want to add a new microarchitectural approach or feature. Since we intend to use FabCache for 

developing a new microarchitecture for heterogeneous multi-core processors, providing extensibility is 

essential for our goal. Therefore, we adopted superset strategy to implement FabCache. By using superset 

strategy, adding a new microarchitecture becomes easier because we can directly implement it into RTL 

code while using generation script requires back-annotation to make the generation script after 

implementing it once. However, the superset strategy has inherent two concerns: (1) the code may diminish 

readability if the superset code naively includes various design choice. (2) the unintended hardware 

remains in the generated design. The former is not so serious problem for user, though we solve the 

problem to adopt specific implementation and it is available in Ref. [7]. The latter is an open problem, 

therefore, we have been implementing FabCache avoiding the concerns to adopt some specific 

implementation described in our previous paper [9], and verify the overhead of unintended hardware by 

comparing with hand-tuned cache in this paper. 

5. FabScalar-Alpha 

FabScalar originally supports Portable-Instruction-Set-Architecture (PISA) which is used in SimpleScalar 

[16], but currently it is ported to MIPS32 [17] ISA and Alpha ISA [18]. MIPS32 is widely used in embedded 

field, but it is similar to PISA. In our previous work, we evaluate FabCache on the FabScalar which 

implements 32bit MIPS32 ISA. 

In the high-performance computing field, 64-bit processors such as Sun UltraSPARC, Intel IA-64, MIPS 

MIPS64, and IBM Power were introduced in the earlier time. And then 64-bit processor becomes the main 

stream in architecture field to achieve high-performance computing in these days. Currently, even mobile 

processors such as ARM [19] has 64bit capable. Therefore, as a branch project of FabScalar, there is 

FabScalar-alpha which adopts Alpha 21264 ISA. Alpha 21264 ISA is used in 64-bit processor and it can deal 

with multi-thread application. 

To distinguish them clearly, we call a FabScalar which is used in our previous work “FabScalar-MIPS32”, 

and one which is introduced in this paper “FabScalar-alpha”. 

6. Portability 

Although FabCache has been implemented as a part of FabHetero, the cache systems generated by 

FabCache can be used in various computing fields from embedded to high-performance processor. In 

general, existing designs may differ its features such as fetch width and individual bus width. Therefore, 

designer must tune their design, especially in connection logic, to connect every existing design. In 

FabCache, most design and features of FabCache are parameterized and its bus communication system 

adopts AMBA4 protocol which is widely used in various architectures. In addition, design of FabCache has 

an adjustment module such as downsizer to be compatible with various existing hardware. Therefore, we 

can easily to connect other architecture only to change the bus communication systems by changing its 

parameter files only. Table 1 shows an example of FabCache’s changeable features. All of features can be 

changed by given parameters. And FabCache’s connection logic is subset of AMBA4 protocol completely 
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whatever the given parameter may be. Therefore, generated design by FabCache can connect easily with 

almost all of third-party hardware which employs AMBA4 protocol. As a first step to show the good 

portability, we connect FabCache to FabScalar-alpha and estimate design verifications. According to the 

estimation results, the trend of each result is almost all of the same as the result of our previous work. 

Estimation results are shown in following section. And therefore, we can decide the generated cache is 

reasonable. Finally, we can say FabCache has a good portability. 

 

Table 1. An Example of FabCache’s Customizable Features 

Feature Range 

Cache associative Direct-Mapping, N(any)-way set associative, Full associative 

Cache hierarchy 0~2 

Transfer policy Blocking, Non-blocking 

Cache capacity Any(Power of 2) 

Way size Any 

Line size Any 

Word size Any 

MSHR entry size Any 

Burst transfer length Any 

Data bus width Any 

Lifting alignment restriction Supported 

Banked-memory 2-banked memory supported 

7. Design Verification and Evaluation 

In this section, we show the physical design and power consumption results of caches generated by 

FabCache by comparing with hand-tuned cache. 

 Performance 7.1.

To show the cache systems generated by FabCache work correctly, we execute 100 million instructions of 

SPEC2000INT benchmarks on a Verilog HDL simulator. We simulate FabCache with both FabScalar-MIPS32 

and FabScalar-alpha, and we confirmed both simulations work perfectly. We also evaluate performance of 

each benchmark using FabScalar-alpha. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the result of benchmarks with changing 

associativity from direct mapping (1-way set associative) to 16-way set associative. Each performance is 

normalized by the result of direct mapping cache of 1024KB. The results from 2-way to 16-way in Fig. 3 are 

almost same. 

 

Fig. 3. L1 instruction cache size vs. performance (FabScalar-alpha). 
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Fig. 4. L1 data cache size vs. performance (FabScalar-alpha). 

 

According to the results in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, cache systems generated by FabCache work correctly because 

performance increases as increasing the cache capacity. In addition, we also verify the trend of increasing 

performance is almost all of the same our previous results of FabScalar-MIPS32 [9]. 

 Physical Design 7.2.

7.2.1. L1 instruction cache  

We performed physical design using the FabCache. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show chip layouts results of L1 

instruction cache for FabScalar-MIPS32 and FabCache-alpha, respectively. We implemented L1 instruction 

cache as superset to keep an RTL code simple described in Section 4.2, thus an LRU memory and some 

control logics exist even if we implement a direct mapping cache. In this section, we show the physical 

design generated by FabCache is reasonable even if it has unused LRU memory and control logics. 

 

Table 2. EDA Environment 

Phase EDA tool 

Functional verification Cadence NC-Verilog 09.20-S038 

Logical synthesis Synopsys Design Compiler 2013.03-SP2 

Place & route Synopsys IC Compiler 2012.06 

Power estimation Synopsys XA 2012.06-SP2 

 

 

Fig. 5. Chip image of L1 instruction cache (FabScalar-MIPS32) in ref [9]. 

 

The both L1 instruction caches consist of two banks interleaved, 8KB capacity, 4 line size and direct 

mapping. We synthesized L1 instruction caches which generated by FabCache using Rohm 180 nm 
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technology and Kyoto University standard cell library [15]. Table 2 shows the EDA tools used for designing 

the physical design and power estimation. The RTL codes generated by FabCache is successfully 

synthesized, placed and routed. Cache control logic in the Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are composed of LRU memory, 

interleaved memory control logic and RAM MACRO indicates a SRAM memory block. According to the 

layout result shown in Table 3. About L1 instruction cache in FabScalar-MIPS32, the area of cache control 

logic is 58,496.25um2 and the whole cache area consists of cache control logic and SRAM memory is 

1,668,016.62um2, the ratio of cache logic area to whole cache area is 3.5%. About the L1 instruction cache 

in FabScalar-alpha (64bit processor), the area of cache control logic is 68,621.41um2 and the whole cache 

area consists of cache control logic and SRAM memory is 1,678,141.78um2, the ratio of cache logic area to 

whole cache area is 4.1%. Although the L1 instruction cache includes unused LRU logic, the control logic is 

enough small and unintended hardware can be negligible. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Chip image of L1 instruction cache (FabScalar-alpha). 

 

Table 3. Area of Control Logic of Physical Designs (FabScalar-MIPS and FabScalar-Alpha) 

Design Area of control logic Entire cache area Area ratio of control logic 

FabScalar-MIPS 58,496.25um2 1,668,016.62um2 3.5% 

FabScalar-Alpha 68,621.41um2 1,678,141.78um2 4.1% 

 

7.2.2. L1 data cache 

We also implemented L1 data cache as superset code. When we implement a blocking cache, MSHR and 

some control logics exist in the design though these units are wasteful. This section also show an 

unintended hardware is enough small and it is negligible. We performed a physical design of L1 data cache 

system for FabScalar-alpha. Fig. 7 shows a chip layout result of L1 data cache. The L1 data cache consists of 

blocking mechanism, 8KB capacity, 4 line size and direct mapping (1 way set associative). We synthesized 

L1 data cache which is generated by FabCache using Rohm 180 nm technology and Kyoto University 

standard cell library also. RTL design generated by FabCache is successfully synthesized, placed and routed. 

Cache control logic in the Fig. 7 is composed of one entry MSHR register and MSHR control logic, and RAM 

MACRO indicates SRAM memory. Table 4 shows the area and delay of L1 data cache. ‘FabCache’ design in 

the table indicates caches generated by FabCache automatically, ‘Hand design’ indicates optimized cache 

which has no overhead of automatic generating. According to the layout results, area and delay overhead of 

L1 data cache generated by FabCache is only 0.06% and 0.08ns, respectively, compared to hand design. 

Because the ratio of the cache control logic is very small although FabCache design has overhead of 

automatic generating, the area and delay is reasonable. We confirm the both FabScalar-MIPS32 and 

FabScalar-alpha physical design results have almost all of the same trend. 
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Fig. 7. Chip image of L1 data cache (FabScalar-alpha). 

 

Table 4. Area and Delay of L1 data cache (FabScalar-alpha) 

Design Area of control logic Entire cache area Delay Area ratio of control logic 

FabCache 71,304.41um2 1,680,824.78um2 2.47ns 4.24% 

Hand design 70,227.26um2 1,679,747.63um2 2.39ns 4.18% 

 

 Power Consumption 7.3.

7.3.1. L1 instruction cache  

As mentioned Section 7.2, generated instruction cache design from FabCache includes unused control 

logic. The extra circuits such as LRU memory may cause more power consumption than ordinary direct 

mapping cache. Therefore, we estimated overhead of power consumption in L1 instruction cache which 

automatic generated by comparing with that of hand-tuned cache. We execute 50 million instructions of 

SPEC2000 INT benchmarks and used Synopsys XA G-2012.06-SP2 which is the EDA tool for a power 

estimation tool. Fig. 8 shows power consumption of L1 instruction cache in FabScalar-MIPS32. Fig. 9 is 

additional result of this paper and shows power consumption of L1instruction cache in FabScalar-alpha. 

The value in the both figure are normalized by FabCache design. ‘FabCache design’ in Fig. 8 indicates direct 

mapping L1 instruction cache which includes LRU logic because it has an overhead of automatic generation, 

and ‘Hand design’ indicates optimized direct mapping L1 instruction cache by hand, this means that there 

no extra circuits. According to the estimation result, the increase power consumption is less than 0.1%. 

Therefore, our implementation is reasonable to maintain RTL code simply with negligible overhead. 

 

 

Fig. 8. Power consumption of L1 inst. cache (FabScalar-MIPS32) in ref [9]. 
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Fig. 9. Power consumption of L1 inst. cache (FabScalar-alpha). 

 

7.3.2. L1 data cache 

As mentioned Section 7.2, generated data cache design from FabCache includes unused control logic also. 

The extra circuits such as MSHR may cause more power consumption than optimized or hand-designed 

blocking cache. Therefore, we estimated power consumption of L1 data cache which automatic generated 

by comparing with hand-tuned cache to execute 50 million instructions of SPEC2000 INT benchmarks and 

Synopsys XA G-2012.06-SP2. Fig. 10 shows the power consumption of L1 data cache in FabScalar-alpha. 

‘FabCache design’ indicates caches generated by FabCache and ‘Hand design’ indicates optimized cache by 

hand. According to the estimation results, the increase power which caused by extra circuits is only less 

than 0.1%. We judged the overhead is enough small to keep RTL code simple and modifiable is reasonable. 

 

 

Fig. 10. Power consumption of L1 data cache (FabScalar-alpha). 

8. Conclusion 

In this paper, we present detail evaluation results and clarify portability of FabCache. According to 

various evaluation results, cache systems generated by proposed FabCache work correctly and the area, 

delay and power are reasonable. In particular, each evaluation result of 64-bit processor has almost all of 

the same trend compared with our previous work which evaluate performance on a 32-bit processor. 

Therefore, though we implemented FabCache as a part of FabHetero project to generate heterogeneous 

multi-core system, FabCache can also be used in other computer systems. 

As our future work, we are preparing to open FabCache to other researcher and developer to accelerate 

the studies of not only heterogeneous multi-core system but also cache systems. 
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